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Abstract
In this paper we consider Milners calculus CCS enriched by a probabilistic choice op
erator The calculus is given operational semantics based on probabilistic transition
systems We dene operational notions of preorder and equivalence as probabilistic
extensions of the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence respectively
We extend existing categorytheoretic techniques for solving domain equations to
the probabilistic case and give two denotational semantics for the calculus The
rst smooth semantic model arises as a solution of a domain equation involv
ing the probabilistic powerdomain and solved in the category CONT

of continuous
domains The second model also involves appropriately restricted probabilistic pow
erdomain but is constructed in the category CUM of complete ultrametric spaces
and hence is necessarily discrete We show that the domaintheoretic semantics is
fully abstract with respect to the simulation preorder and that the metric semantics
is fully abstract with respect to bisimulation
 Introduction
To deal with situations involving uncertainty which arise for example in
randomized distributed systems faulttolerant systems and communication
protocols it has become necessary to extend existing techniques to the proba
bilistic case Concurrent calculi such as CCS  and CSP 	 can successfully

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serve as highlevel speci
cation languages for compositional design and anal
ysis of distributed systems their theoretical foundations ie the underlying
transition systems associated operational notions and logics as well as the
denotational models are considered to be well understood which makes them
eminently suitable to serve as basis for formulating probabilistic calculi
In this paper we consider the full calculus of CCS  which we enrich
with the probabilistic choice operator instead of probabilistic choice replacing
the usual nondeterministic choice Nondeterminism is used to model situa
tions where two possibilities arise and it is not known which would be taken
While genuinely useful in cases such as underspeci
cation possibly to be re
moved by further re
nements nondeterministic choice is not amenable when
quantitative analysis is needed for example when the probabilistic distribu
tion of possible continuations is known By means of the probabilistic choice
we add to CCS it is possible to state that the process having executed an
action becomes another process with probability  Our framework allows to
independently combine both the quantitative and qualitative forms of choice
This means that it is possible in a given state to nondeterministically choose
between two or more probabilistic distributions on the successor states The
distinction between nondeterministic and probabilistic choices is necessary
since concurrent systems contain states that are inherently nondeterministic
The nondeterminism may arise eg from the asynchronicity of certain subpro
cesses It is conventioned that a scheduler decides which of the subprocesses
performs its next step and that no probabilistic assumptions about these
decisions which any scheduler has to obey are or can be made
Research on probabilistic concurrent calculi has so far concentrated mainly
on the operational notions and the associated logics  de
ned probabilistic
transition systems and probabilistic bisimulation 	 introduced the notion
of probabilistic simulation Probabilistic extensions of CCS are introduced
in  and Probabilistic CSP in 	 While the calculi in 
are based on SCCS  and replace the nondeterministic choice operator
by a probabilistic choice operator like  we deal with a calculus that
is based on asynchronous CCS and allows for both nondeterministic and
probabilistic choice A metric for bisimulation is introduced in  but
unlike our approach does not satisfy the axioms of a metric
In this paper we focus on extending to the probabilistic setting existing
categorytheoretic techniques for providing a nonprobabilistic calculus with
fully abstract denotational semantics Denotational semantics being composi
tional provides the theory that underpins system decomposition in addition
if fully abstract ie if the inherent order or equality in the model precisely
corresponds to the operational preorder or equivalence the denotational
semantics can provide additional insight into the nature of operational no
tions and eventually serve as an intermediate link between the operational
semantics and an appropriate logic In contrast to the fully abstract mod
els for probabilistic processes which are based on testing equivalences see

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eg 	 we take as basis Probabilistic CCS together with the proba
bilistic bisimulation equivalence  and the probabilistic simulation preorder
	 We include both the domaintheoretic and the metricspace approach
in our investigations Starting from domain equations for nonprobabilistic
synchronization trees we derive domain equations involving the probabilistic
powerdomain construction which when solved respectively in the categories
CONT

of continuous domains and CUM of complete ultrametric spaces give
rise to semantic domains of probabilistic processes We are able to show that
the inherent order on the domain of processes corresponds to the probabilistic
simulation while the equality on the metric space to the probabilistic bisim
ulation
The paper is organised as follows Section  introduces probabilistic tran
sition systems together with probabilistic simulation and bisimulation In
Sections  we give domain equations for probabilistic processes and the deno
tational models they give rise to Finally in Section  we discuss operational
and denotational semantics for Probabilistic CCS and state the corresponding
full abstraction results The full version of this paper is available as 
 Probabilistic transition systems
In this section we give a brief overview of the notions of probabilistic distribu
tions probabilistic transition systems and the probabilistic bisimulation and
simulation
Notation  Let X be a set We write D

X to denote the set of all prob
abilistic distributions on X ie the set of all functions   X    such
that x   for at most countably many x  X and
P
xX
x   A dis
tribution  is called simple i there exists z  X with z   and x  
for all x  z For z  X 

z
denotes the unique simple distribution on X with


z
z   We extend a distribution  to a function 	
X
   U  U 
which assigns to each subset U of X the probability U 
def

P
xU
x
Our model of probabilistic transition systems is based on the simple prob
abilistic automaton of 	 It generalizes the concurrent Markov chains
considered eg in  and the alternating model of  In what follows
we suppose Act to be a nonempty and countable set of actions
Denition  A probabilistic transition system is a tuple S where S
is a set of states and   S  Act  D

S such that for each s  S and
  Act the set f   s

g is nite

A probabilistic process is a tuple
S s consisting of a probabilistic transition system S and an initial
state s  S

We write s

  instead of s   

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Intuitively the transition relation  represents the nondeterministic al
ternatives in each state given a state s a scheduler chooses a transition s


Then the action  is performed and with probability t the state t is reached
afterwards Terminal states are those for which f   s

g is empty
Nonprobabilistic transition systems where the transition relation  is a
subset of SActS arise as special cases of probabilitistic transition systems
by identifying each nonprobabilistic transition s

t with the probabilistic
transition s



t

Denition  cf 	
 Let P
i
 S
i

i
 s
i
 i   	 be probabilis
tic processes where wlog S

 S

  A bisimulation for P

P

 is an
equivalence relation R of S

	 S

which contains s

 s

 and such that for all
t

 t

  R If t






then there is a transition t






with 

A  

A for
all A  S

	 S

R

P

and P

are called bisimilar denoted by P


 P


i there exists a bisimulation for P

P


 give an alternative characterization of bisimulation equivalence which
uses weight functions
Denition  Let X

 X

be sets R  X

X

and 
i
 D

X
i
 i   	
A weight function for 

 

 wrt R is a function   X

X

   such
that for all x

 X

 x

 X


	 y

 y

   for at most countably many y

 y

  X

X




P
yX

x

 y  

x


P
yX

y x

  

x


 If x

 x

   then x

 x

  R
We write 


R


if there exists a weight function for 

 

 wrt R
Lemma  cf 	
 Let P
i
 S
i

i
 s
i
 i   	 be probabilistic pro
cesses Then P


 P

i there exists a relation R  S

 S

which contains
s

 s

 and satises
 If t

 t

  R and t






then there is a transition t






with 


R



 If t

 t

  R and t






then there is a transition t






with 


R



Example  The probabilistic pro
cesses shown on the right are bisimilar
A weight function for 

 

 wrt 

can be obtained by combining parts of
bisimilar states Clearly t


 t

and
v

 w


 v

 Thus t

 t

  	
v

 v

  
 w

 v

  
 and
   in all other cases yields a
weight function for 

 

 wrt 

u

t

v

w

s

 

s
k
k
k
k
k
u

t

v

s

 

s
k
k k
k
 
 





H
H
H
j




R










As in the nonprobabilistic case simulation can be viewed as unidi
rectional bisimulation in the sense that a process P

simulates another

If X is a set and R an equivalence on X then XR denotes the quotient space ie the
set of equivalence classes wrt R

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process P

if each step of P

can be simulated by a step of P

 In that case
P

can be viewed as an implementation of P

as each step of P

is allowed
by the speci
cation P

 The notion of a simulation can be obtained from
the notion of a bisimulation by dropping the symmetry Formally in the char
acterization of a bisimulation in Lemma  we give up the requirement for R
to be an equivalence relation
Denition 	 cf 	
 Let P
i
 S
i

i
 s
i
 i   	 be probabilistic
processes Wlog S

 S

  A simulation for P

P

 is a subset R of
S

S

such that s

 s

  R and for all t

 t

  R If t






then there is a
transition t






with 


R


 We say P

implements P

and P

simulates
P

denoted by P

v
sim
P

 i there exists a simulation for P

P

 P

and
P

are called similar denoted by P



sim
P

 i P

v
sim
P

and P

v
sim
P


Example 
 For the probabilistic pro
cesses P

 P

with initial states s

and
s

respectively shown on the right we
have P

v
sim
P

 Clearly u

v
sim
u

and u

 t

v
sim
t

 A weight function for


 

 can be obtained by combining cer
tain parts of t

u

 with certain parts of
t

u

and t

 The weight function  for


 

 wrt v
sim
is given by t

 t

 
 u

 t

   u

 u

  	
v

t

u

s

v

t

u

s

k
k k
k
k
k k
k
 

 

 
s s

 




J
J
J	



J
J
J	








In the nonprobabilistic case the above notion of a bisimulation agrees
with Milners notion of a bisimulation 

It is easy to see that v
sim
is a
preorder and its kernel 

sim
is strictly coarser than bisimulation equivalence

 In the case of reactive processes ie probabilistic processes S s where
for each state t and action  there is at most one transition t

 simulation
and bisimulation equivalence coincide This can be viewed as the probabilistic
counterpart to the wellknown result that simulation equivalence and bisimula
tion equivalence are the same for deterministic nonprobabilistic transition
systems
 Domain equations for probabilistic processes
We now turn our attention to the construction of semantic domains which
can serve as fully abstract denotational models for languages with probabilis
tic transitions and recursion Full abstraction wrt bisimulation means that
the semantic domain identi
es exactly those probabilistic processes which are
bisimilar Full abstraction wrt simulation requires that the semantic domain

Note that the only weight function for 

 

 where 

 

t

 

 

t

are simple
distributions is u

 u

   if u

 u

  t

 t

 and t

 t

   Hence if P
i
 S
i

i
 s
i
 are nonprobabilistic processes i    and R  S

S

then R is a simulation in the
sense of De	nition 
 if and only if R is a simulation in the sense of Milner 

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be equipped with a partial order which reects the simulation preorder v
sim

As in the nonprobabilistic case where fully abstract models for bisimulation
and simulation are given on domains that are de
ned by recursive domain
equations eg  we de
ne the semantic domains by recursive equa
tions soluble in suitable categories of complete metric spaces and domains by
the methods of  resp  The central idea is to represent a probabilistic
process by a set of pairs   where  is an action and  a distribution on
probabilistic processes More formally our aim is to solve domain equations of
the form X



	

ActD

X where 	

 denotes a suitable powerdomain
construction Unfortunately the standard methods of  in the
metric case and  for partial order fail for the above equation since
the operator D

 does not preserve completeness cf Remarks  and 	
Nevertheless the equationX



	
n
ActD

X has a 
nal solution in SET
the category of sets and functions Here 	
n
 denotes the collection of 
nite
subsets of  In order to obtain denotational models of probabilistic processes
we switch from D

 to the probabilistic powerdomain E

 of probabilistic
evaluations in the sense of  that is we solve domain equations of the form
X



	

Act  E

X by the methods of  and  In the metric
approach we work with the powerdomain operator 	
comp
 which assigns to
each metric space M the set of compact subsets of M  When working with
domains we use the Hoare powerdomain 	
Hoare
 since the language does not
have divergence
	 The settheoretic approach
D

can be viewed as an endofunctor of the category SET Here for each
function f  X  Y  we de
ne D

f  D

X  D

Y  by D

fy
def

f

y If X is a set then 	
n
X denotes the set of 
nite subsets of
X and ActX
def
 Act  X If f  X  Y is a function then we de
ne
	
n
f  	
n
X  	
n
Y  and Actf  ActX  ActY  by 	
n
fU
def

fU Actf x
def
  fx Hence 	
n
and Act can be considered as
endofunctors of SET
Theorem  The set P of bisimulation equivalence classes of probabilistic
processes

is the nal coalgebra and hence the nal xed point of the functor
	
n
 Act  D

 SET SET
Since P is the 
nal coalgebra we get a 
nal semantics in the sense of
 Let P  S s be a probabilistic process Then S k is a coal
gebra of K
def
 	
n
 Act  D

where k  S  KS is given by kt
def
 f  

In order to see that P is really a set consider a 	xed set S

of cardinality  and de	ne Q
to be the set of bisimulation equivalence classes of all probabilistic processes whose states
belong to S

 Then each probabilistic process is bisimilar to some probabilistic process
whose states belong to S

note that we only consider 	nitely branching systems Hence
each object of P corresponds to an object of Q and thus P and Q can be identi	ed

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t

g Let F  S  P be the unique function with KF   k  e  F where
e  P KP is the unique isomorphism such that P e is the 
nal coalgebra
of K Then the 
nal semantics 
P of P in P is the element F s It is
easy to see that 
P is the bisimulation equivalence class of P and that 

is fully abstract in the sense that it identi
es two states if and only if they
are bisimilar and that it preserves the simulation preorder v
sim
 We associate
with P a probabilistic transition system P as follows If P  S s
is a probabilistic process then 
P

 i there is a transition s

 where
  D


   Here  is the function which associates with each state
t  S the probabilistic process t  S t
Example  Consider the probabilistic processes P

and P

of Example 

The nal semantics 
P

 and 
P

 of P

and P

as elements of P 
	
n
ActD

P are 
P

  f 

g 
P

  f 

g where 

x 
 

  	 

x  

  	 and x  f 


g

 Probabilistic powerdomains
Following  we de
ne an evaluation on a topological space X as a function
E  X IR

on the open sets X of X such that
 Whenever U  U

then EU  EU


 EU  U

  EU 	 U

  EU  EU


 E  
An evaluation E on X is said to be continuous i E
S
i
U
i
  sup
i
EU
i
 for
each directed family U
i

i
of open sets EX denotes the set of all continuous
evaluations onX Continuity of evaluations is needed to ensure the asymmetry
axioms of order and metric E is called a probabilistic evaluation i EX  
The probabilistic powerdomain E

X ofX is the set of probabilistic continuous
evaluations on X In what follows by an evaluation we mean a probabilistic
continuous evaluation If X X

are topological spaces and f  X  X

is
a continuous function then we de
ne the operator E

f  E

X  E

X


by E

fEU
def
 Ef

U Thus E

can be considered as a functor
TOP  SET where TOP denotes the category of topological spaces and
continuous functions The following lemma shows that for each topological
space X the distributions on X induce evaluations on X
Lemma  Let X be a topological space and   D

X Then E


X   where E

U
def
 U  is an evaluation on X
Whether the function D

X  E

X   E

 is injective and hence
can be considered as an embedding depends on the underlying topology onX
For example for the topology f Xg on a set X which contains at least two
points it is easy to see that this function is not injective In our applications 
where X is equipped with an ultrametric or a complete partial order  D

X
can be considered as a subspace of E

X

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Remark  Let eval
X
 D

X  E

X be the function eval
X

def
 E


Then eval
Y
D

f  E

feval
X
for every continuous function f  X  Y 
ie for each distribution   D

X E
D

	f
	

 E

fE

 Hence eval
is a natural transformation D

 E

where D

is considered as a functor
SET TOP where D

X is equipped with the discrete topology
 The domaintheoretic approach
Using the methods of  we obtain a domaintheoretic equation for prob
abilistic processes
We suppose the reader to be familiar with basic notions concerning domain
theory and metric spaces for details see eg  By a domain we mean
a directedcomplete partial order with bottom Along the lines of  we
de
ne a locally continuous endofunctor on CONT

 the category of continuous
domains and strict and continuous functions which assigns to each continuous
domain D its probabilistic powerdomain E

D

Here we suppose a dcpo D
to be equipped with the Scotttopology that is D consists of all subsets
U of D where U is upwardclosed and D n U is lubclosed

In contrast
to the approach of  we work with the normalised powerdomain E

 of
probabilistic evaluations instead of E If D is a dcpo then E

D is a dcpo
where we use the same partial order as in  E

v E

i E

U  E

U
for all U  D The bottom element 
E

	D

of E

D is E



D
where 
D
is
the bottom element of D Thus 
E

	D

is dierent from the bottom element
of ED If E
i

i
is a directed family of evaluations then the least upper bound
E 
F
E
i
in E

D is given by EU  sup
i
E
i
U which is at the same
time the least upper bound of E
i

i
in ED Extending the argument in
Section  of  it is immediate that the functor E

 CONT

 CONT

is
locally continuous and hence continuous
The following theorem shows that for each dcpo D the function D

D
E

D   E

 is an order preserving embedding where D

D is equipped
with the ordering  which is given by 

 

i there exists a weight function
 for 

 

 wrt the partial order v on D

Thus each distribution  on
D can be identi
ed with the evaluation E


Theorem  If D is a dcpo then  is a partial order on D

D Moreover


 

i E


v E


for all 

 

 D

D
Remark  In general D

D is not complete Consider the dcpo D 
f g

of all nite or innite words built from  and 	 equipped with the
prex ordering Let 
k
be the distribution with 
k
x  	
k
if x is a word of

Alternatively we could work with DCPO

 the category of dcpos and strict and contin
uous functions

A subset X of a dcpo is upwardclosed i fy  D  x v yg  X for all x  X  X is
lubclosed i
F
Y  X for each directed subset Y of X 
	
With the notations of De	nition    
v


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length k 
k
x   in all other cases Then 
k

k
is a monotone sequence
in D

D which does not have an upper bound in D

D
We now demonstrate that the equation X



	
Hoare
Act  E

X can
indeed be solved with the help of the 
xed point theorem of  Here
	
Hoare
 denotes the Hoare powerdomain of  If D is a dcpo then 	
Hoare
D
is the dcpo of nonempty and Scottclosed subsets of D ordered by inclusion

For a nonempty subset A of D A

denotes the Scottclosure of A ie the
smallest Scottclosed subset containing A We de
ne 

def
 fg Act

D
denotes the dcpo fg	ActD ordered by  v x for all x and  x v  y
i     x v y If D D

are dcpos and f  D  D

is strict and continuous
then 	
Hoare
f  	
Hoare
D  	
Hoare
D

 and Act

f  Act

D  Act

D


are given by
	
Hoare
fA
def
 fA

 Act

fx
def




  if x  
 fy  if x   y
It is easy to see that 	
Hoare
and Act

can be viewed as endofunctors on
CONT

 and that they are locally continuous Hence the functor F
cont
def

	
Hoare
Act

E

 CONT

 CONT

is locally continuous By the results of
 F
cont
has an initial 
xed point which is simultaneously the initial algebra
and 
nal coalgebra of F
cont
as shown by  Let D denote the initial 
xed
point of F
cont
 in other words D is the initial solution of
D



	
Hoare
fg 	 Act E

D
In what follows we deal with the isomorphism as an equality ie if D j is
the initial 
xed point of F
cont
then we suppose D  F
cont
D and j  id
D

Note that the partial order on D is the inclusion The bottom element 
D
in D is fg where  denotes the bottom element in Act

D If x
i

iI
is a
directed family of elements in D n f
D
g then the least upper bound
F
x
i
is

S
x
i


 the Scottclosure of
S
x
i
in Act

D The following theorem shows
the connection between P and D
Theorem 	 There exists a unique function 
D
 P  D with 
D
x 
fE
D

	
D

	

  x

g

 This function 
D
satises

P

 v
sim

P

 i 
D

P

  
D

P


for all probabilistic processes P

 P


By Theorem  the 
nal semantics of Section  yields a semantics P 

D

P on D which is fully abstract wrt simulation Thus the element

D

P can be identi
ed with the simulation equivalence class of P 


Recall that Scottclosedness means lub and downwardclosedness

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Example 
 The probabilistic processes P

and P

of Example 
 and 

are represented in D by 
D

P
i
  fE

i
g

 fg 	 fE  E 
E
p
i
g i   	 where 

 


 

 


 p




 p




 E
p
 fE

q

p  q  g where 
q
is the unique distribution on D with 
q

D
  q and

q
f E

g

   q where   


D

 The metric approach
We show that the equation X



	
comp
Act  E

M can be solved in
the category of complete ultrametric spaces by the methods of  where
	
comp
 denotes the collection of all compact subsets of 
We assume familiarity with basic notions of metric spaces see eg 
We suppose that the underlying distance on an ultrametric space  which we
always denote by d  satis
es d   The topology on an ultrametric space
M is given by taking the open balls Bx  x M     as its basic opens
B denotes the set of all open balls B

the set of open balls with radius  
ie open balls of the form Bx r where r   CUM denotes the category of
complete ultrametric spaces and nonexpansive functions
We show that the probabilistic powerdomain construction E

 can be
considered as an endofunctor on CUM which is locally nonexpansive in the
sense of  Recall that for each ultrametric space M  M is the collection
of all subsets U of M such that for each x  M  there is some B  B with
x  B  U  It is easy to see that for each distribution  on M  x 
inffE

U  x  U  Mg Thus whenever  

 D

M with E

 E


then   

 Hence the set D

M of distributions on M can be considered
as a subspace of E

M We suppose E

M to be endowed with the distance
dE

 E


def
 inf f     E

B  E

B  B  B

g 
Theorem  If M is a complete ultrametric space then E

M is a complete
ultrametric space In this case E

M is the completion of D

M considered
as a subspace of E

M
Whenever f  M  M

is a nonexpansive function between ultrametric
spaces M and M

then the function E

f is nonexpansive Hence E

can
be considered as an endofunctor on CUM It is easy to see that the functor
E

 CUM CUM is locally nonexpansive in the sense of 
Remark  Similarly to Remark  the set f g

equipped with the natu
ral distance dx y
def
 inff	
n
 xn  yng where zn denotes the nth pre
x of z yields an example for a complete metric space M where D

M is not
complete ie D

M viewed as a subspace of E

M is not closed Consider
the sequence 
k

k
which is dened as in Remark  Then d
k
 
i
  	
i
for all k  i Thus 
k

k
is a Cauchy sequence in D

M which does not have
a limit in D

M
	
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If M is a complete ultrametric space then 	
comp
M equipped with the
Hausdor metric
dX Y 
def
 max

sup
xX
dx Y  sup
yY
dyX

where dwZ
def
 inf
zZ
dw z is a complete ultrametric space see 
If f  M  M

is a nonexpansive function then 	
comp
f  	
comp
M 
	
comp
M

 	
comp
fX
def
 fX is nonexpansive Hence we get a functor
	
comp
 CUM CUM which is locally nonexpansive see  We de
ne the
functor Act


 CUM  CUM as follows If M is a complete ultrametric space
then Act


M is ActM endowed with the distance
d x  y 
def




  if   


 dx y  if   
If f  M  M

is a nonexpansive function between complete ultrametric
spaces then we de
ne Act


f to be the function Actf Then the functor
F
cum
def
 	
comp
 Act


 E

 CUM  CUM is locally contracting in the sense
of  By the results of  F
cum
has a unique 
xed point which is at the
same time the 
nal coalgebra and initial algebra

LetM denote the unique

xed point of F
cum
 ie
M



	
comp
Act

	
E

M
In what follows we deal with the isomorphism as an equality ie if M j is
the unique 
xed point of F
cum
then we suppose M  F
cum
M and j  id
M

Theorem  P is a dense subset of M More precisely there exists a
unique function 
M
 PM such that for x M 
M
x  fE
D

	
M

	

 
x

g This function 
M
is injective and 
M
P is a dense subspace of M
Moreover P


 P

i 
M

P

  
M

P

 for all probabilistic processes
P

 P


The result that P can be viewed a dense subspace of M Theorem 
should be contrasted to the domaintheoretic setting where 
D
P is not a
basis of D For instance it can be shown that the element fEg

is not of
the form
F
X for some directed subset X of 
D
P Here the evaluation E
is de
ned as follows Let   


D
 y  f E

g

 x
p
 f E

p
g

 where

p
is the unique distribution on D with 
p
y  p and 
p

D
    p and
EU
def
 supfp  x
p
 Ug where sup 
def
 

 deal with the category CMS of complete metric spaces instead of the subcategory
CUM It is easy to see that the 	xed point theorem of  and also those of  carry over
to the category CUM

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 Semantics for Probabilistic CCS
In this section we consider a probabilistic extension of Milners CCS  which
is based on the calculi of  that allow for nondeterministic and prob
abilistic choice In our calculus called PCCS Probabilistic CCS the usual
pre
xing operator s  s is replaced with the guarded probabilistic choice
operator
P
i

p
i
s
i
where p
i
is a real number between  and  denoting the
probability that after performing  the above process becomes s
i
i ranges
over an at most countable index set I The above syntax derives from Mil
ners notion of an in
nite summation
P
v

v
s
v
 where 
v
denotes the input
action which transmits the value v to a program variable x and the behaviour
of the continuation process might be dependent on the value v The dier
ence between our operator and Milners in
nite sum is that we suppose that
there exists a distribution on the possible values v p
i
is then the sum of the
probabilities for input values v for which the continuation process s
v
equals
s
i
 Instead of Milners process equations for convenience we use declarations
to model recursive behaviour
In what follows Var is a set of process variables and Act a set of atomic
actions which contains an internal action  representing internal computa
tions of a process which are not visible for the environment and which is
equipped with a function Act  Act    where    and    
is called the complementary action of  Synchronization of processes is only
possible by performing complementary actions  and      The result of
a synchronization is the internal action   The syntax of PCCS Probabilistic
CCS is as follows

Statements are built from the production system
s  nil j x j
X
iI

p
i
s
i
j s

 s

j s

k s

j s j s n L
where   Act x  Var L is a subset of Act n fg with L  L where
L  f    Lg   Act  Act is a relabelling function ie   
and    and I is a nonempty countable indexing set and p
i

iI
a family
of real numbers p
i
   such that
P
iI
p
i
  For 
nite indexing set
I  fi

     i
n
g we also write 
p
i

s
i

     
p
i
n
s
i
n
instead of
P
iI

p
i
s
i

Guarded statements are built from the production system
g  nil j
X
iI

p
i
s
i
j g

 g

j g

k g

j g j g n L
Stmt denotes the set of all statements A declaration is a function   Var 
Stmt A declaration  is called guarded i x is guarded for all x  Var A

Our language PCCS is contained in the calculus considered in 
 which allows proba
bilistic choice between arbitrary processes and also the extended version of  which adds
aspects of time and uses a generalized probabilistic choice operator that prescribes intervals
of probabilities rather than the exact probabilities

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program is a pair P   s  consisting of a declaration  and a statement
s PCCS denotes the set of all programs and GPCCS the subset of guarded
programs ie all programs   s  where  is a guarded declaration The
intended meaning of programs P   s  is that the behaviour of P is given
by the statement s where each occurrence of a variable x in s is considered
as a recursive call of the procedure x In other words a declaration 
corresponds to the family of process equations x  x x  Var nil stands
for a process which does not perform any action  models nondeterministic
choice denoted by  in CCS s

s

either behaves like s

or like s

 k denotes
the usual CCS parallel composition The operators s  s nL s  s model
restriction and relabelling s n L behaves like s as long as s does not perform
an action   L s behaves like s where each action  is replaced by 
	 Operational semantics for Probabilistic CCS
We give an operational semantics for PCCS based on probabilistic transition
systems Let  be a declaration We de
ne a probabilistic transition system
Stmt

 where 

 Stmt  Act  D

Stmt is the smallest relation
satisfying the following rules Here we write s



 instead of s    



X
iI

p
i
s
i



 where s 
X
iI
s
i
s
p
i
 s

 s




 if s




 or s





 s

k s




 if one of the following three conditions is satis
ed
i s






and s 





s


  if s  s


k s

  otherwise
ii s






and s 





s


  if s  s

k s


  otherwise
iii     s






and s






for some   Act n fg with
s 





s


  

s


  if s  s


k s


  otherwise
 s



 if s





    and s 





s

  if s  s


  otherwise
 s n L



 if s





   L and s 





s

  if s  s

n L
  otherwise
 x



 if x




The operational semantics assigns to each program   s  the probabilistic
process Stmt

 s In what follows we identify each program P with its

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

nil 

nil
s

 s

s

 nil


nil 

nil


nil 

nil


nil 

nil
nil nil




























s



















H
H
H
H
Hj










H
H
H
H
H
Hj



Fig  The operational semantics of  	 s

ks

 n f	 g 

operational meaning
Example  The operational semantics of the programs   s

 and 
 s

 where
s

 




nil 


nil s

 




nil 


nil
and  is an arbitrary declaration are the probabilistic processes of Exam
ple 
 The picture below shows the operational semantics of the recursive
program P

 s

 

 where s

 s

 x and 

x  

x and s

is as
above
s

x
nil


nil
m
m








r
 











R










R
Figure 	 shows the pointed transition systems of the program   s

ks

nL 
where
s

def
 




nil  




nil s

def
 




nil  




nil  

nil
L
def
 f   g and  is an arbitrary declaration In the picture t

 t

stands for t

kt

 n L The transition of s

 s

represents the case where
the transition of s

is chosen nondeterministically Thus s

 s

can make
a move where s

does not participate ie does not change its local state
The  transition of s

 s

stands for the synchronization of  and  For
instance with probability








 s

moves to the local state 

nil and s

to 

nil In the global states s

 nil 

nil  

nil and 

nil  

nil no
actions are possible because of the restriction operator while in the global states


nil 

nil and 

nil 

nil further synchronizations take place

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
 Denotational semantics on M and D
We give a denotational semantics for GPCCS on M which is fully abstract
wrt bisimulation equivalence and a denotational semantics for PCCS on
D which is fully abstract wrt the simulation preorder For this we need
nonexpansivecontracting semantic operators onM and continuous semantic
operators on D
In the sequel X M or X  D We use the star notation for subsets of
ActM and for subsets of fg	ActD When dealing with D A

denotes
the Scottclosure of A if A   and 

 
D
 as before When dealing with
M we put A

def
 A
The process nil is modelled by  in M and by 
D
 fg in D Nonde
terministic choice on M and D is modelled by settheoretic union which of
course is continuous as an operator on D and nonexpansive when considered
as an operator on M
Guarded probabilistic choice Let   Act and p
i

iI
be a countable
family of real numbers p
i
  with
P
iI
p
i
  Let x
i

iI
be a family in X
We put
X
iI

p
i
x
i
def
 fE

g

where   D

X is given by x
def

X
iI
x
i
x
p
i

Clearly the operator
P
is contracting on M and continuous on D
We de
ne semantic operators for modelling restriction relabelling and par
allelism as 
xed points of suitable operators This reects the recursive nature
of restriction relabelling and parallelism cf Milners expansion law  for
parallelism
Relabelling and restriction If  is a relabelling function and L  Actnfg
with L  L then then F
X

 F
X
L
 X  X  X  X are given by
F
X

fx
def
 f  E

fE  E  x g


F
X
L
fx
def
 f  E

fE  E  x   L g


The uniqueleast 
xed points of F
X

and F
X
L
whose existence can be shown us
ing Banachs and Tarskis 
xed point theorems yield nonexpansive resp con
tinuous semantic operators x  x and x  xnL onM andD for modelling
relabelling and restriction
Parallel composition In the de
nition of the semantic parallel operators
we use a result of Heckmann  stating the existence of a unique evaluation
E

E

 E

XX withE

UE

V   E

E

UV  for all opens U  V of
X and for all evaluations E

 E

 E

X Here X is an arbitrary topological
space and X X the product space with the sets U  V  U  V  X as

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its basic opens

Clearly if 

 

 D

X then E


 E


 E




where


 

 D

X  X is given by 

 

x

 x


def
 

x

  

x

 It is
shown in  that for every dcpo D the product  is a continuous operator
E

D  E

D  E

D  D

We use the following notations If f 
X  X  X is a function and x

 y

 X then we de
ne fx

  f y

 
X  X by fx

 y
def
 fx

 y and f y

x
def
 fx y

 We de
ne
F
X
k
 X X  X  X X  X by
F
X

fx y
def
 f E

f yE  E  xg
F
X

fx y
def
 f E

fx E  E  yg
F
X
syn
fx y
def
 f E

fE

 E

    E

  x  E

  yg
F
X
k
fx y
def


F
X

fx y 	 F
X

fx y 	 F
X
syn
fx y



Using Banachs and Tarskis 
xed point theorem respectively it can be shown
that F
X
k
has a uniqueleast 
xed point which yields an operator XX  X
x y  xky k is nonexpansive as an operator on X  M and continuous
as an operator on X  D
By standard methods see eg  we extend the above to recursive
programs   s  and obtain denotational semantics Me
D
 PCCS D and
Me
M
 GPCCSM as follows
Me
D
  s 
def
 f
D

s Me
M
  s 
def
 f
M

s
where f
D

s is the least and f
M

s the unique 
xed point of an appropriately
de
ned operator 
X

 Stmt  X  Stmt  X where X is D or M
respectively The interested reader is referred to the full paper  for further
details
We now illustrate how recursion and the parallel operator is dealt with by
means of examples
Example  The denotational semantics of the recursive program P

of Ex
ample 	 in M is Me
M
P

  x 	 y where y is fE

g and  the unique
distribution with   	 y

   y

 f E



g and x is the
unique element in M such that x  fE


x
g Similarly Me
D
P

  x

	 y

where y

is fE


g

and 

the unique distribution with 


D
  	


y


   y


 f E



D
g

and x

is the unique element in D such that

 deals with E instead of E

 but it is clear that E

 E

X  X   for E


E

 E

X Thus E

E

 E

X X

In the metric approach where E

M is a completion ofD

M the product of evaluations
can be de	ned without using the result of  as the operator   E

M  E

M 
E

MM can be de	ned as the canonical extension of the nonexpansive operatorD

M
D

M  D

MM 

 

 	 

 



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x

 fE


x

g



Theorem  The denotational semantics Me
M
 GPCCS  M and Me
D

PCCS  D and are fully abstract wrt bisimulation and simulation respec
tively Ie for all P  P

 P

 GPCCS and P

 P


 P


 PCCS
a Me
M
P  
P
b P


 P

i Me
M
P

  Me
M
P


c Me
D
P

  
D

P


d P


v
sim
P


i Me
D
P


  Me
D
P



Here P is considered as a subspace ofM Theorem 		 
D
is as in Theorem
 and 
 denotes the nal semantics for probabilistic processes
Proof Sketch Using the statements 	 of above it can be shown by
structural induction on the syntax of s  Stmt that 
X


X
 


s  


s
In the case X  M from the uniqueness of f
M

as a 
xed point of 
M

we
get f
M

 


which yields a When dealing with X  D one can show that

D
 


is the least 
xed point of 
D

 Thus f
D

 
D
 


which yields c
b and d follow by a c Theorem  and Theorem  
Clearly D is more abstract than M as simulation equivalence is coarser
than bisimulation equivalence It can be shown that there is a unique function
 M D with x  f E

x  E  xg

for all x M For this
function  we obtain the consistency result  Me
M
 Me
D


 Conclusion
We have studied two general semantic frameworks one rooted in domains
and the other in complete ultrametric spaces of probabilistic processes and
have shown that they are fully abstract with respect to natural probabilistic
extensions of the simulation preorder and bisimulation equivalence Further
more we obtained 
nal semantics in the sense of  Our frameworks allow
to combine the qualitative nondeterministic choice together with the quanti
tative probabilistic choice in an independent fashion The simpler reactive
models can be obtained as special cases by replacing the nondeterministic
choice with its deterministic counterpart Moreover it can be seen that the
usual denotational semantics of the nonprobabilistic CCS arises as a special
case of the probabilistic version by setting the distributions to the simple
distributions point masses
To construct the denotational models we have generalised to the proba
bilistic setting the established categorytheoretic techniques for solving domain
equations for nonprobabilistic processes notably synchronization trees The

Formally x  limx
n
 x


F
x

n
where x

 
 x
n
 fE


x
n
g x


 
D
 x

n

fE


x

n
g



For the notion of consistency see 


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generalised domain equations involved appropriately adjusted probabilistic
powerdomain constructions Solving the domain equation in the category
of continuous domains yields a smooth construction in the sense that for
example the probabilistic powerdomain E

S of a twopoint space S is the
real interval   Thus limits can be approximated by approaching them
arbitrarily close The probabilistic powerdomain of  is also smooth in
this sense On the other hand in the ultrametric case we obtain a discrete
construction in the sense that the twopoint space lifted to the probabilistic
case gives the real interval   with the discrete topology In particular it is
not possible to get arbitrarily close to a limit We should emphasise though
that the methodology we used to derive an ultrametric model is consistent
with the established methodology in particular the metric satis
es the intu
itive property dx y 


n
i x and y agree up to the nth step and we obtain
full abstraction for bisimulation and that an attempt to obtain a smooth
metric construction might mean having to go beyond the known techniques
see 
The framework proposed in this paper can with some modi
cations be
used to derive semantic models for a variety of probabilistic calculi known from
the literature For example to give a denotational semantics for a calculus that
allows for general probabilistic choice rather than the guarded probabilistic
choice considered here eg Probabilistic CCS as introduced in  whose
operational semantics is based on a variant of probabilistic transition systems
that distinguish between action and probabilitylabelled transitions we have
to solve recursive domain equations of the formX



	

ActX 	 E

X If
we consider a probabilistic extension of SCCS in which a probabilistic choice
operator replaces the nondeterministic choice operator eg the calculi of
 then the natural choice for the operational semantics is that of a
generative probabilistic transition system ie a Markov chain with addi
tional labelling with actions The equations of the form X



E

Act X
are appropriate in this case and yield denotational models that are fully ab
stract wrt bisimulation and simulation Finally given a language with oper
ational semantics based on reactive transition systems  full abstraction
wrt bisimulation can be obtained by solving domain equations of the form
X



Act E

X
As a possible future direction we should mention considering a language
with divergence and 
nding an appropriate logic for probabilistic processes
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